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1. What is the estimated prevalence of NP in the general population?

 A 3%  B 7%   C 12%

2. In a South African study, the prevalence of diabetic peripheral NP among adults with type 1 or type 2 diabetes was:

 A 7%  B 19%  C 30%

3. NP may occur due to a deficiency of which vitamin?

 A Vitamin D  B Vitamin B12   C Vitamin B2

4. The pathophysiology of neuropathic postsurgical pain includes alterations in:

 A The peripheral nervous system, brain, spinal cord and immune system 
 B Peripheral nervous system only
 C Brain and spinal cord only

5. NP involves upregulation of:

 A Voltage-dependent sodium channels and voltage-dependent potassium channels
 B Voltage-independent sodium channels and voltage-independent calcium channels
 C Voltage-dependent sodium channels and voltage-dependent calcium channels

6. Ephaptic transmission is caused by:

 A Dopamine  B Serotonin  C Epinephrine

7. NP may involve release of inflammatory mediators in the spinal cord from:

 A Microglial cells   B Kupffer cells  C CD1+ myeloid dendritic cells

8. NMDA receptors are activated by:

 A Glutamate   B GABA  C Dopamine

9. Allodynia may occur as a consequence of the release of:

 A Dopamine  B GABA  C Substance P

10. Which of the following sensations is transmitted by Aδ fibres?

 A Touch  B Vibration  C Cold   D None of the above

11. Which of the following sensations would score 1 point on the DN4 questionnaire?

 A Sensitivity to warmth  B Numbness   C Aching discomfort

12. According to the South African guidelines for treatment of NP, first-line treatment options include:

 A Low-dose amitriptyline   B Medium- to high-dose clozapine  C Low-dose modafanil

13. The primary mechanism of action of pregabalin is binding to the α2δ on:

 A Calcium channels   B Sodium channels  C Potassium channels

14. In South Africa pregabalin is indicated for:

 A Painful diabetic peripheral neuropathy   B Epilepsy  C Anxiety

15. The efficacy of pregabalin:

 A Is dose dependent for doses between 150mg and 600mg 
 B Is generally maximal at 300mg, with minimal benefit above that dose
 C Is limited above doses of 300mg due to dose-dependent side effects
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